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• One of Australia’s leading head and neck surgeons says insurers run the system
• Australia's My Health Record platform has been described as 'ancient tech'
• Over-worked health professionals are struggling under the strain
• Bean counter needs are governing health outcomes while doctors are ignored
By WAYNE FLOWER IN MELBOURNE FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
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Overworked health professionals fear Australia's health system has been hijacked by
greedy insurance company bean counters who are hell bent on profiting off the
sick.
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Fearing a full-blown health crisis, one of the nation's top head and neck surgeons has
broken ranks to warn of impending doom if health professionals' concerns continue
to be ignored by those in charge.
ADVERTISEMENT

Dr Elizabeth Sigston told Daily Mail Australia that Australia's health system had
endured a 'slow slide' into turmoil over the past 15 years and threatened to go the
way of the American and UK health systems.
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Dr Elizabeth Sigston believes Australia's health system is driven by profit, not by health care
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+6
Medical professionals are being overworked and are struggling with low morale as Australia's
health system fails to invest adequately in its people. Medical staff are seen at St Vincent's
Hospital in Sydney

'We've been very lucky to have universal health care with Medicare ... but we're
sitting on a tipping point where it's being forced almost into a managed care model,
which is the US model, which we know doesn't work,' she said.
ADVERTISING
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'It is driven by profit, not by health care. We also know a National Health Service
model doesn't work if we look at what the UK has done in trying to privatise the NHS
- it has been a complete disaster.'
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Dr Sigston said evidence suggested Australia's aging population would only add
pressure to Australia's already over-worked health professionals.
'Our health care system is struggling. Our emergency departments are over
burdened ... people are being kept in corridors, our emergency physicians are
struggling,' she said.
'If you want to be seen in a public outpatient, certainly at Monash Health (in Victoria)
the wait is two years or longer for most patients.'
While Australians vent their anger across social media on long waiting lists, those
working in the health system are themselves falling apart.
'We're seeing our medical and health care workers facing burnout rates that have
been unprecedented and there is an increased disengagement of the work force in
public health with low morale and at the same time we're still seeing people who
when they want to go private have their out-of-pocket expenses continue to rise.'
Dr Sigston said while great medical facilities continue to be built, there is no actual
money to run them.
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A hospital ward at Liverpool Hospital, Sydney. A top surgeon fears Australia's health system is
being taken over by health insurers which care more about profits than health outcomes
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+6
While medicare came as a welcome addition to Australia's health system, funding is not going
to the right places, doctors fear
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+6
Dr Elizabeth said Australia needed to embrace a 'value health care' model where the patient's
health outcome is measured over the course of an illness.

'Victoria is a classic example. The government has now formally let people know that
we actually don't have money to run our hospitals but we keep building new ones,'
she said. 'We need to do something radical.'
Dr Sigston said while funding is being provided, it it failing to be spent wisely.
'We're having an increase load through the emergency department because we're
not focusing on the areas where we could actually be reducing that,' she said.
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The surgeon said the key issue with Australia's health system was that it's measures
have nothing to do with health.
'We don't measure health outcomes as the goal of health care. Which when you think
about it, doesn't actually make sense,' she said.
'They're mainly accounting KPIs ... now we're seeing emergency departments almost
triaging patients and either sending them home inappropriately, admitting them
under the wrong units and not having the time to work them out.'
Dr Sigston said Australia needed to embrace a 'value health care' model where the
patient's health outcome is measured over the course of an illness.
'We need to go back to things being clinician led, where people who actually deliver
the health care - the experts in health care - having more of a role in creating that,'
she said.
Heath insurers are also becoming an increasing problem as the big businesses gain
further control of our health system.
'If you look at the amount of money private health insurers put into the health
system, it's only about 8.8 per cent, but their voice sounds like they put in a lot more.
At he same time they're taking a huge amount out - it's about a billion dollars a year
which goes back to shareholders in profits and dividends,' Dr Sigston said.
'If that money was going into health care rather than to shareholders, which really
don't care about health outcomes, we're increasing our funding by already probably
two percent.'
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+6
Clinic to Cloud’s chief executive Rafic Habib said better technology was 'one piece of the
puzzle' but an important one

While concerned doctors try and tackle the problem at their end, technology experts
are trying to save billions by streamlining a patient's process through the system.
Clinic to Cloud’s chief executive Rafic Habib told Daily Mail Australia that better
technology was 'one piece of the puzzle' but an important one.
'I have some parts of the puzzle on my radar that I'm fixing,' he said.
The company has developed a computer platform that allows doctors throughout a
patient's process through the health system to access a patient's medical
information.
While Mr Habib said the introduction of the government's My Health Record was
supposed to fix that problem, it's got a long way to go.

Roxy Jacenko reveals
that filming her new
reality show pushed her
marriage to the brink and says she needs to
'clone herself' to run a
business properly
'Never again!'

'They created anxiety in the sector around the way the data is going to be used,
there was misunderstanding as to whether the Australian Federal Police had access
to (it) or the health funds had access to it, so it wasn't focused on solving one
particular problem. It was trying to solve too many problems,' Mr Habib said.

Brynne Edelsten, 36,
busts out of a skin tight
jumpsuit and shows off
her very taut visage at
Melbourne Spring
Fashion Week event
An eye-popping display!

'Secondly, the technology that was deployed is outdated. It's 20-year old
technology.'
The resulting confusion among doctors often leads to a doubling-up of intrusive
procedures, paperwork and ultimately costs both patients and physicians valuable
time and money.
'It's a huge cost to the taxpayer,' Mr Habib said. 'If that information was to flow in a
better way between GPs and non-GP specialties through to private and public
hospitals then what does it mean to our lives as an individual and what does it mean
to the taxpayer? There's potentially billions of dollars on the table sitting there in reordering of tests.'
Mr Habib said blood tests are re-ordered 80 per cent of the time because
information is not shared.
The company's platform already services about 2500 specialist doctors, who look
after 2.5 million patients.
'Doctors use it to manage their patient care. A specialist doctor will use our platform
to not only book you in for an appointment, but do a clinical consult, ask why you
showed up - capture that information - order blood tests, give you medication, order
an MRI or whatever is needed. And then the billing, invoicing and integration to
Medicare,' Mr Habib said.
The system also allows patients to see what's happening with their records and
access test results and correspondence between doctors.
'The whole sector is crying out for more transparency,' Mr Habib said.
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Dame Barbara Windsor returns to screens to thank
fans for their support as signatures on her open
letter to Boris Johnson calling for him to fix the
dementia care system reach 100,000

The EastEnders actress, 82, who has been battling dementia since 2014, wrote
urging the Prime Minister to come up with an urgent funding solution for social
care.
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Eau no! French fizzy water brand Badoit is no
longer on sale in UK, sparking dismay among its
middle-class fanclub

Badoit is no longer being stocked at Waitrose, Tesco and Sainsbury's. It is from
springs in Saint-Galmier in the Loire region. A spokesman said it has pulled out to
prioritise France, its biggest market.
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US military dig up farmer's field in Essex for the
remains of an airman still missing after his B-26
bomber crashed two days before D-Day on a
mission to bomb Nazis in occupied France

One US airman in a crew of six died at the scene in Essex when two bombs exploded
during the crash as four managed to escape the wreckage, leaving one more
unaccounted for.
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Betting websites face losing their licence if they decline to sign
up to GamStop, the service allowing problem gamblers to ban
themselves from every online account
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Patients with heart problems benefit more from
exercise than healthy people and can slash their
risk of early death by 14 per cent with regular
workouts, new study claims

A study presented in Paris of more than 400,000 middle-aged people found those
with cardiovascular disease slashed their risk of an early death by 14 per cent if they
regularly exercised.
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Fanning's ex-wife
Karissa Dalton is
expecting her first child
with tradie Ryan
Bienefelt just a year
after they found love
Orlando Bloom
showcases his chiseled
physique and flare for
fashion in new issue of
Flaunt magazine

'I'd love to do more
TV!' The Bachelor's
Anna Heinrich sets her
sights on becoming a
presenter

Reese Witherspoon
enjoys the last days of
summer with her family
as she heads to the
star-studded Malibu
Chili Cook-Off

Sofia Vergara dines in
LA with squad... in first
sighting since backlash
over Hurricane Dorian
comment

Cardi B twerks and
climbs on rafters at
Made in America
Festival... after ranting
about her unique 'vibe'

ADVERTISEMENT

Meghan Markle's
father Thomas has
stayed silent since she
gave birth hoping
becoming a mum would
heal their rift. Now in
frustration, he speaks
Why can't I meet Archie?
'It's never been a
driving force': Kasey
Chambers, 43, says
she's never taken her
career too seriously as
she celebrates 20 years
in the industry
Ellie Goulding and
Caspar Jopling
WEDDING: Katy Perry
and Orlando Bloom join
James Blunt and wife
Sofia as they lead stars
at singer's nuptials
He's the one that you
want! Hollywood star
John Travolta coming to
Australia with 'fully
interactive' stage show
offering 'private insights
from his life'
Chris Pratt and
Katherine
Schwarzenegger are the
picture of newlywed
bliss as they break out
into laughter during
hand held outing
Kim Kardashian puts
her killer curves on
display as she models
bodysuit from her own
SKIMS Solutionwear
line

April Love Geary gets
into racy exchange with
husband Robin Thicke
as she posts sizzling
bikini snap from the
pool: 'Give me that
vitamin D'
REVEALED: Sunrise's
Mark Beretta confesses
the WORST parts of
working on the TV show
alongside Samantha
Armytage and David
Koch

Ariana Grande hits back
at fan who accused her
of not singing live in
Sweetener World Tour
clip: 'Let me shine like
damn'
Will & Grace star
Debra Messing is
slammed for celebrating
a church sign calling
black supporters who
vote for Donald Trump
as 'mentally ill'

ADVERTISEMENT

Pop princess Katy
Perry summers in
Henley-on-Thames,
home to ex Russell
Brand who 'wants to
apologise for dumping
her by text in 2011'
Serena Williams
admits her 'heart
literally aches' when
she has to leave her
little girl Alexis Olympia
to hit the tennis courts

Claims AFL star
Jimmy Bartel will be
edited out of footage
from The All New
Monty: Ladies' Night
show starring estranged
wife Nadia Bartel
Is one amused? Queen
cracks joke when
unwitting American
tourists fail to recognise
her on Balmoral estate

Olivia Culpo splashes
in the Mexican surf in
neon green bikini
alongside Jasmine
Sanders as she relives
summer vacation in
throwbacks
Ciara enjoys a stylish
parents' night out with
husband Russell Wilson
as she leaves trendy
eatery in silky
sweatpants and fitted
tank top
Cate Blanchett, 50,
cuts a glamorous figure
in strapless black gown
with silver stripes as
she leads arrivals for
the Joker premiere at
Venice Film Festival
Braith Anasta's partner
Rachael Lee flaunts her
trim figure in
sportswear as she
enjoys a girls day out
with daughter Gigi and
Aleeia
Priyanka Chopra hits a
fashion high note in
double denim with
yellow kitten heels as
she walks dog with Nick
Jonas after his sold-out
concert
Joaquin Phoenix
attends The Joker
premiere after losing
23kg for the role and
'going mad' while
reviewers hail him for
'most deranged version'
of the character yet

ADVERTISEMENT

Emma Roberts has a
pep in her step as she
gets coffee to go
wearing stylish blue
overalls and leopard
print flats

Lamar Odom heads to
the studio for another
round of Dancing with
the Stars rehearsals
alongside James Van
Der Beek

Kendall Jenner
exhibits her supermodel
frame in TINY crop-top
and clinging cycle
shorts as she heads on
dog walk in LA

Monica Bellucci
reunites with her exhusband Vincent Cassel
at the premiere of their
revamped 2002 film
Irréversible at Venice
Film Festival
Jodi Anasta
showcases her fashion
forward style as she
dons a lilac poncho
following three-week
hiatus from Neighbours
for 'exhaustion'
Fergie joins
Princesses Beatrice and
Eugenie at Ellie
Goulding's A-list
wedding - but there's no
sign of Prince Andrew
amid Epstein storm
Fadi Fawaz 'is living in
a $88-a-night
Travelodge after being
kicked out of ex-lover
George Michael's $9m
London mansion for
smashing it up'
Katy Perry dazzles in a
duck egg blue coat and
pastel silk dress as she
joins dapper fiancé
Orlando Bloom at Ellie
Goulding's wedding to
Caspar Jopling
Justin and Hailey
Bieber are 'bringing
God into their marriage'
with a religious wedding
in South Carolina

Fergie and Josh
Duhamel are warned by
a California court that
their divorce might be
DISMISSED unless
certain documents are
filed soon
Duchess of Rutland's
niece Katie Watkins, 24,
shares wedding day
snap with Spanx on
show after marrying
Timpson family scion
Will Lankston
Perfect in pink! Erin
Holland stuns in a chic
power suit at Memsie
Stakes Day as she
reveals she'll join
Seven's cricket
coverage as a presenter

James Blunt greets
Sarah Ferguson with a
kiss on the cheek as he
and his wife Sofia
Wellesley attend Ellie
Goulding's wedding to
Caspar Jopling
The Body Coach's Joe
Wicks cuts a dapper
figure while pregnant
wife Rosie Jones looks
elegant in a floral gown
at Ellie Goulding's
wedding
Game of Thrones
creators David Benioff
and D.B. Weiss FINALLY
address infamous
coffee cup mistake: 'At
first I couldn't believe it'

Going bankrupt can be
SUCH fun: Designer
who made Kate
Middleton's
'engagement dress'
doesn't let financial
troubles spoil holiday
Ashley Graham soaks
up the sun in a chic
floral bikini as husband
Justin Ervin places a
loving hand on her
growing baby bump

Jennifer Lawrence and
her art gallery director
fiance Cooke Maroney
shop for their first
apartment in New York

'I used to sit in bed
and pray!' The Block's
Darren Palmer reveals
his internal conflict with
being gay and how he
used to wish he wasn't
one of 'those' people
'When Nutella is life!'
David Warner and his
wife Candice share a
hilarious photo of their
daughter Ivy's face
covered in hazelnut
spread
Taylor Swift thanks her
fans for 'one of the best
weeks of my life' as
Lover earns the biggest
week for any album
since her own in 2017

Jennifer Lopez and
fiance Alex Rodriguez
asked Supreme Court
Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg for marriage
advice in her chambers

Liam Payne 'waited
several months to step
out in public' with
model Maya Henry 'out
of respect' to his ex
Cheryl

Alessandra Ambrosio
channels a Baywatch
babe wearing a skimpy
red bikini as she frolics
in the Malibu surf with
boyfriend Nicolo Oddi

Will & Grace star Eric
McCormack is blasted
after suggesting Trump

supporters attending a
fundraiser be named so
they can be blacklisted
in Hollywood

MORE DON'T MISS
Ellie Goulding's
handmade Chloé dress
took more than 640
hours to make and
featured couple's
initials embroidered on
the veil
He's a Rocketman! The
Voice Australia star
Jack Vidgen channels
Elton John in audacious
bejeweled sunglasses
and a crisp cotton shirt

'They weren't laughing
or touching': Jimmy
Bartel appears tense
during a long lunch with
'new girlfriend' Lauren
Mand... as onlookers
claim the pair had a
'serious conversation'
Ellie Goulding's seven
bridesmaids in white
dresses include friends,
a Sony Music executive
and her stylist

Britney Spears sports
cut-off sweater and
shorts while shopping
with boyfriend Sam
Asghari in Los Angeles

Katie Holmes' breakup makeover! Jamie
Foxx's ex models chic
1960s pencil skirt and
bouncy blowout as she
continues her glam
transformation after
split
Chrissy Teigen locks
herself in a room to get
some 'peace' from her
crying children while on
a family vacation with
John Legend

Benji Madden posts
romantic tribute to
Cameron Diaz on her
47th birthday: 'I'm yours
always forever'

Vanessa Hudgens
relives High School
Musical days as she
dances in her living
room to celebrate long
weekend

Bella Thorne packs on
the PDA with
boyfriend Benjamin
Mascolo while making
their red carpet debut at
the Joker's Venice Film
Festival premiere
Inside Ellie Goulding's
fairytale wedding: From
her upbringing on a
council estate, how
Princess Eugenie
introduced her to fiance
Caspar Jopling and
their stunning reception
Gabrielle Union flaunts
her toned figure in a
black bikini as she
soaks up the sun in
Saint-Tropez alongside
husband Dwyane Wade

'I've gone up a few
sizes!' Jesinta Franklin
opens up about her
'stretch marks and
cellulite' since falling
pregnant

Sara Sampaio dazzles
in a black-and-white
gown on the red carpet
as she leads the models
with Barbara Palvin at
the Joker premiere in
Venice

EXCLUSIVE Braith
Anasta reveals how he's
supporting girlfriend
Rachael Lee on her
breastfeeding journey
with their daughter Gigi

Jenna Dewan flaunts
bikini body as she
enjoys relaxing beach
day with beau Steve
Kazee and daughter
Everly, six

Eva Longoria reveals
the secret to her
successful marriage
with husband José
Bastón ...and recalls her
busty struggles while
filming Dora The
Explorer
Paul Walker's daughter
Meadow poses with Vin
Diesel's little girl Hania
Riley in sweet Instagram
snap

'A little ray of sunshine
has come into the
world!' Georgia Love's
boyfriend Lee Elliot
shares cryptic post on
Instagram prompting
rumours a Bachelorette
bub is on the way
Wiz Khalifa cancels his
Hot Summer show in
Maine after suffering a
foot injury during MMA
training

Kristen Stewart puts
on a chipper display as
she dons quirky
patchwork blazer while
enjoying a day out
during Venice Film
Festival

Monica Bellucci, 54,
dazzles in a watercolour
print off-the-shoulder
gown as she attends
the Venice Film Festival

'I feel so recharged!'
Nichole Woods hits the
beach in a skimpy bikini
for a 'refreshing' dip
after feeling 'crappy'
over being booted from
The Bachelor
'What an Aussie
embarrassment!'
Saturday Night Rove is
savaged by viewers on
Twitter for 'unfunny' and
'awkward' content

'Sometimes you just
have to be done':
Former MAFS star
Jessika Power shares
cryptic message hinting
her relationship with
Nick Furphy is over
Love Island's Shelby
Mills and gal pal use
communal bathroom
side by side during wild
night out ...before she
appears to urinate in a
gutter
This Is Us season four
trailer reveals new cast
member M. Night
Shyamalan... plus first
look at Jennifer
Morrison's new
character
'We're not done yet!'
Elton John's legendary
songwriting partner
Bernie Taupin says he's
planning on writing 'a
flood of material' the
singer can work on
while touring Australia
Jamie Foxx, 51, gets a
bulls-eye at axe
throwing competition
after being spotted with
singer Sela Vave, 21, at
Malibu Chili Cook-Off

'I wish I had your
confidence!' Married At
First Sight's Martha
Kalifatidis is praised by
her loyal fans after
wearing a G-STRING
and crop top to dinner
Jay-Z beams alongside
the Jonas Brothers as
he makes surprising
appearance at their
second sell out Madison
Square Garden concert

Matt, who? Bachelor
villain Rachael Arahill
flaunts her incredible
curves in a white Gstring swimsuit for racy
photo shoot... as she
confirms romance with
Vakoo Kauapirura
The Bachelor's
Nichole Wood defends
fellow contestant Abbie
Chatfield's competitive
streak as she strived to
win the affection of Matt
Agnew

'I was such a big fan!'
Darren Hayes reveals
the origins of his
friendship with the late
George Michael - as he
compares being in
Savage Garden to a 'bad
relationship'
'I can't imagine life
without you': Yolanda
Hadid announces her
mother Ans van den
Herik has passed away
at the age of 78
following cancer battle
Miley Cyrus and Liam
Hemsworth divorce
negotiations going off
without a hitch and
should be settled by
Halloween

The public's got her
back! Nadia Bartel
GAINS Instagram
followers and 'likes' in
the wake of her shock
split from AFL star
husband Jimmy Bartel
Gordon Ramsay's
baby son Oscar once
again sports the chef's
iconic 'angry face' as tot
gets his hair cut for the
very first time

'They're going to come
down hard!' Claims
Channel Ten 'could
make an example' out of
rogue Bachelor
contestants who reveal
spoilers online
'Neighbours is a
pioneer in Australian
television': Actress
Georgie Stone is about
make history as
Ramsay Street's first
transgender character
'He's not that funny!'
Jackson Warne knocks
his famous dad Shane
Warne for his terrible
jokes as they celebrate
Father's Day together

Edgy beauty! Newly
single Shanina Shaik
flaunts her fine form in a
fierce all-black
ensemble in Los
Angeles

Sports fan! Rebel
Wilson cuts a casually
chic figure as she opts
for a Fendi shirt and
comfortable white skirt
as she attends the US
open
Jimmy Bartel is
spotted for the first time
with his 'new girlfriend'
during a 'FOUR HOUR'
lunch in Sydney - after
his split with Nadia

Former AFL star
Jimmy Bartel surprises
Geelong Cats water boy
with football boots...
after he is spotted on a
lunch date with 'new
girlfriend' following his
split from wife Nadia

Rolling Stones rock the
house as they wrap up
No Filter Tour with
powerful show in
Florida

'The audience
recognises that': Media
analyst reveals the
secret behind The
Bachelor's success and the REAL reason
why rival dating shows
flop
Khloe Kardashian
removes Instagram
comments after critics
accuse her of getting
'nasty' lip injections:
'What happened?! Too
much filler!'
Meghan Markle will
make her first visit to
stay with The Queen at
Balmoral next week
accompanied by Prince
Harry... after Kate
Middleton and Prince
William have returned
home
Regal in blue! Crown
Princess Mary and
husband Frederik
Crown Prince of
Denmark make a chic
pair at a premiere in
Copenhagen
Does she know
something we don't?
The Bachelor's Mary
Viturino takes a subtle
swipe at Elly Miles and
reveals who she thinks
the winner will be
Emily Atack bares all
in cheeky Instagram
snap as she strikes a
pose in a bath and jokes
her followers should
join the 'tub club'

Inked up! Bachelor
bombshell Jessica
Brody is hard to miss as
she flaunts her tattooed
physique while taking
her dog for a walk

The Bachelorette 2019:
Meet Jackson Garlick,
the hunky footy player
trying to score with
Angie Kent

Brody Jenner plays
coy when asked about a
'polyamorous
relationship' with
Kaitlynn Carter: 'We like
what we like'

Off-duty actress!
Makeup-free Jessica
Marais dresses down in
sweats and Ugg boots
while running errands in
Sydney after filming
Halifax reboot
Jamie Foxx continues
spending time with
singer Sela Vave as the
pair head to the Malibu
Chili Cook-Off after
shutting down dating
rumors

'She has been our rock':
Braith Anasta says he is
'grateful' to partner
Rachael Lee for being
an 'amazing' mother to
their one-year-old
daughter Gigi
Ready to swipe right!
Bachelor star Mary
Viturino is already back
on dating app Tinder
after being rejected and
sent home by Matt
Agnew
Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle are
praised for highlighting
'awesome' non-profit
Love The Oceans that
was picked as one of
their 'Forces For
Change'
Adriana Lima aces
edgy sophistication as
she leads the style at
US Open event rocking
sleek leather jacket and
black fitted turtleneck

Sofia Richie closes out
her 21st birthday
celebrations by posing
in front of private jet
with her new 'best
friend' Kylie Jenner

Bam Margera
maintains third stint in
rehab is 'going really
good' and that he gets
visits from Jackass costars including Johnny
Knoxville
Brendan Fevola's
model stepdaughter Mia
flaunts her figure in a
velvet mini dress at
Melbourne Fashion
Week
She's no stranger to
flaunting her physique.
Olivia Wilde and Jason
Sudeikis shell out $3.5M
for Spanish-style home
in the Silver Lake
neighborhood of LA

Rocky actor Sylvester
Stallone, 73, does a
playful fist pump as he
steps out for dinner with
wife Jennifer Flavin, 51,
and daughter Sophia in
London
Bachelor Nation's
Tanner Tolbert gets
blasted on social media
after complaining he
had to 'beg' wife Jade
Roper for sex just FOUR
WEEKS after she gave
birth in their CLOSET
Sofia Vergara
slammed for sharing
'tone-deaf' photo of her
private flight fleeing
Hurricane Dorian

Ashley Benson dons
shredded shorts at LA
nail salon... after
admitting she's 'never
been on date'

'It looks 100% staged!'
The Bachelor's Nichole
is repeatedly accused of
FAKING her date with
Billy for publicity...
before admitting that
the MAFS star may have
'set her up'
'It was a real eye
opener': Former
Bachelor star Sam
Wood opens up about
life as a new dad after
welcoming his second
daughter with wife
Snezana Markoski
Denise Richards
relives exploring the
Bahamas with the Real
Housewives as she
posts throwbacks from
the fun-filled adventure

Simon Cowell looks
dapper as he reunites
with ex Terri Seymour
over dinner in LA with
partner Lauren
Silverman

Jennifer Garner
catches up with gal pal
over coffee-fuelled
power walk... as exhusband Ben Affleck
keeps his cool in active
wear
Kirsten Dunst and
Jesse Plemons spark
speculation they
secretly married after
referring to each other
as 'husband' and 'wife'
at Walk Of Fame
ceremony

EXCLUSIVE Ariana
Grande cancels meet
and greet with fans
ahead of tour date due
to suffering from
anxiety and panic
attacks

Justin Bieber and wife
Hailey Baldwin visit
dance studio... after he
publicly thanked her for
being a 'huge support'
as he struggles through
'hard' time in his life
Dare to bare! Ksenija
Lukich turns heads as
she flashes some
cleavage in a plunging
white top at Coach's
10th Anniversary party
in Sydney
Kristen Stewart cuts a
feminine figure in a red
laser-cut gown as she
leads the arrivals for
Seberg premiere at the
76th Venice Film
Festival
She's Fed's number
one fan! Vogue editorin-chief Anna Wintour
makes her first
appearance at this
year's US Open in a red
floral dress to cheer on
her close pal Roger
Federer

Today's headlines

Most Read

South Carolina and Georgia order the
evacuation of nearly 1.5 MILLION people
as 'Apocalyptic' Category 5...

John McDonnell is to declare war on buy-tolet landlords by giving tenants the chance to
purchase their...
British Airways warns striking pilots they
risk losing perks such as discount flights
if they go ahead with...
Why EVERY midlife woman needs a power
decade: It's the moment you take back
control and seize your dreams -...
Top class! Teachers will receive minimum
salary of £30,000 following biggest pay
rise for new starters in...
Back me or I'll sack you: Boris Johnson
issues the ultimate threat to rebel MPs and
demands they support him...
DOMINIC LAWSON: Memo to John
Bercow - when people can't trust the
umpire, it brings the whole game into...
Tony Blair is to warn Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn not to fall for 'elephant trap' of snap
general election
Four ways this explosive week may pan
out as Boris Johnson faces huge early
test of his premiership
NHS will face 'disintegration' if UK opts for a
No Deal Brexit, doctors' union bosses warn
'John Bercow will bend the rules to halt
No Deal Brexit': Former Black Rod David
Leakey's stark warning to...
Ministers 'are forced to abandon plans to end
EU free movement rules on October 31 amid
fears the government...
Labour hits back at 'breathtaking' move
by Michael Gove after he said Government
may IGNORE laws passed...
HENRY DEEDES: Pack away the sun
lounger, the holiday season is over. The
dreary politicos are back
Boris Johnson is to pledge £1BILLION in
extra funding to tackle social care crisis
Pictured: £49-a-night Travelodge where
George Michael's ex Fadi Fawaz is living
'after being kicked out of...
British grandmother, 75, becomes world's
first patient to get computer device in her
chest to warn doctors...
British ex-schoolboy cricketer, 29,
accidentally becomes one of Malaysia's
biggest celebrities after...
'She's all mine now': Commander of
British warship reveals the Iranians' sick
taunt after they stormed...
British drones attacking ISIS in Iraq and Syria
could be sent to Gulf to protect shipping from
Iran in the...
Pharmacists will offer on-the-spot health
checks as part of a new drive to slash
heart disease rates
Kellie Maloney suicide hell: Transgender star
reveals she tried to kill herself at her
Portuguese villa...
Top tech investor claims smart assistants
are being used to SPY on users by
companies such as Google, Amazon...
Bomb disposal teams are called to house in
Middlesbrough after 21-year-old man was
arrested on suspicion of...
Terrifying photographs reveal the
mangled wreck of Kevin Hart's vintage
Plymouth Barracuda after the...
Millionaire model agency boss thought to
have key information into the Jeffrey Epstein
scandal 'has...
Baby girl is airlifted to hospital after being
mauled on the head by the family's
Staffordshire Bull Terrier
Eighties workout videos kick-started the
home fitness craze, but have they stood the
test of time? And have...
Far-right AfD make gains in German state
elections with their leader declaring
'things can't go much better...
Eau no! French fizzy water brand Badoit is no
longer on sale in UK, sparking dismay among
its middle-class...
Cell phone scandal: Prison inmates post
brazen photos of parties and feasts
behind bars... despite a £100m...
Revealed: Makeup artist unveils the easy,
pain-free beauty treatment that can transform
your look - but can...

Beauty therapist will have to learn to walk
again after smashing her spine jumping
from a tourist boat off...
No joking, Joaquin Phoenix's comic book
villain is a masterpiece: BRIAN VINER says
Joker is a thunderously...
Joker has critics predicting an Oscar for
'stunning' Joaquin Phoenix as he delivers
'simmering psychosis' as...
Women should get testosterone jabs to help
boost their sex drive after the menopause,
medical experts say
This is what 55 looks like: Mother-of-two
reveals emollient cream, dying her hair
with henna and skipping...
Horror as man, 52, dies after being 'nearly
decapitated' by a bull as he ran with the
beasts during a...
Beware the electrical bargains that could
catch fire, cause electric shocks or melt
into your carpet: New...
Supermarket inspectors visit Hula Hoop
factory after a whistleblower brands it a
'disgusting' health hazard...
Chaos for families flying home from
summer holidays as French air traffic
control systems crash causing...
Time to break out of your bubble: Stuck in a
rut? An inspiring new book says meeting
those we DISAGREE with...
What's smart about being a sitting duck?
Fears grow over congestion-easing
motorway manoeuvres that can...
The secret behind Beyonce's bootylicious
bounceback: The superstar credits nutritionist
Marco Borges for her...
The holiday souvenirs we couldn't leave
behind: Meet the big-hearted Britons who
befriended stray dogs...
One million teenage boys are denied HPV
vaccine that can prevent cancer, sparking
fears of a 'missing...
NHS medics fail to spot nearly half of
cancers in time because of a crippling
staff shortage, new report...
South African steelworker, 35, wins £54,000
in compensation after his British colleagues
bombarded him with...
Police are sent to guard Scottish Ikea
store after 3,000 youths threatened to
descend on it to play hide and...
Hong Kong's pro-democracy campaigners
block routes to the city's airport after
demonstrators hurled petrol...
MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain
EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
betrayal of values
TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish
Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did the
Bible really feature green underpants
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